May 2020

- **ESC School Improvement Teams** determine which ESC SI team member (or ESFF) will support each LEA in completing the Reflective Prioritization Activity

May 15th, 2020

- **TEA** communicates to LEA regarding upcoming Reflective Prioritization Activity

Week of May 18th, 2020

- **TEA** posts Reflective Prioritization Activity is posted to School Improvement website (tool, webinar)

Week of May 18th, 2020:

- **ESC School Improvement contact (ESFF, Case manager, SI Lead)** contacts LEA to share Reflective Prioritization Activity and Tool and schedule call with LEA. ESC invites SI Specialist to call as well

- **LEA and ESC School Improvement contact** determine date by when LEA will share completed Reflective Prioritization Activity with ESC case manager and SI Specialist (prior to conference call).

By May 30th, 2020

- **TEA School Improvement Specialist** sends Overall TIP Implementation Feedback to LEA and ESC
June - July 2020

- ESC SI contact, LEA (DCSI, School Principal and Campus Leadership Team), and TEA SI Specialist participate in Reflection Prioritization Activity conference call. During the call, LEA begins completing the Prioritization Synthesis Tab.

- ESC SI Contact and TEA SI Specialist offer support to LEA as the work to complete the Reflection Prioritization Activity (Prioritization Synthesis tab)

August 2020

- LEA (DCSI, School Principal and Campus Leadership Team) completes Reflective Prioritization Synthesis and submits to ISAM prior to DCSI Call.